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Abstract
Article introduces electric drive for conveyor burning-machines, which includes asynchronous elec-
tric motor, where in stator and rotor circuits there used resistors and thyristors for purposes of 
control, forming a power converter circuit with resistor-thyristor modules. Meeting the technical 
requirements applied to industrial mechanisms of this type, an analytical method of determination 
of the voltage and current during resistor-thyristor modules of the asynchronous electric motor are 
in charge was developed. Calculation results showed, that flow of the transition process during 
modeling depends on type of the modules power circuit and type of control over them. The most 
efficient way to change the voltage and current of the electric motor is the thyristor opening-angle 
adjustment, in other words – by changing equivalent resistance values, which are a part of resistor-
thyristor modules. Scientific novelty is that the proposed method of calculation gives a chance to de-
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Introduction
Manufacturing process requires provision of the 

different work-modes of conveyor burning-machines. 
Relatively simple parametrical methods of control 
of the asynchronous electric drive with phase con-
trol (AEPC), which uses thyristor voltage regulators 
(TVR) or frequency converters or converters based 
on resistor-thyristor modules (RTM), included in the 
stator and rotor circuits of the asynchronous electric 
motor (AM) are the most widespread in practice. 
They successfully can be used during exploitation of 
the electric drive of burning-machine [1-12].

Formulation of the problem
The choice of the control power circuit of the AM 

determines possibilities of the AEPC of electric drive 
of burning-machine in case of realization of required 
work-modes of the technological object, since these 
types of electric drives is essentially nonlinear sys-
tems. Their AM, RTM and other elements of the con-
trol power circuit represent the elements with nonlin-
ear static characteristics. For example, magnetization 
curve of the AM is nonlinear and ambiguous; electric 
motor’s parameters nonlinearly depend on currents, 
rotation velocity, temperature, etc. Similar nonlinear-
ity contains in other control circuit elements. Nonlin-
ear elements that have different and difficult charac-
teristics cause considerable difficulties in the mathe-
matical description and research of the asynchronous 
electric drives for burning-machines [1, 4-7].

The discrete nature of change of the resistors RTM 
while parametrical control, leads to different equiva-
lent circuits of the AM, which causes some difficul-
ties in calculating the values of voltage and current that 
flowing through machine windings and elements of the 
switches. These difficulties are intensified during re-
search of the starting, braking, energy, quasi-frequency 
and other work-modes of the electric drive, when their 
implementation there required to adjust the angle α and 
porosity Ɣ. Change of the α leads to different duration 
of current flow through windings of the stator and AM 
rotor. At its certain value current pulse in one phase of 
the electric motor stopps before the thyristor opens in 
the other phase, so there may be time intervals where 
the current in the load has an insignificant value. Be-

sides, work of valves in the stator commutator (SC) 
differs from work of the valves in rotor commutator 
(RC), because amplitude and frequency of EMF of the 
rotor changes at start-up and braking. At the same time 
amplitude and frequency of the power source stays al-
most constant, rotation EMF of rotor of the AM de-
pends on values of sliding and static torque on the shaft 
of the electric machine [2-5].

Performance of the engineering calculations often 
causes selection of the parameters of elements of the 
power circuit, therefore one must determine the val-
ues of voltage on these components and the windings 
of AM, and the values of currents flowing in them. 
Values of the voltage and current may been calcu-
lated in analytical way, taking into account the above 
factors, which may lead to a system of nonlinear dif-
ferential equations that are non-convenient in case of 
performing calculations. Their determination is also 
possible when using mathematical modeling methods 
and computer or graphical methods [1, 10-12].

Material and research results
Using proposed in [2] generalized scheme of para-

metric control of the AM with RTM, we are going 
to determine voltage and current, which flow through 
windings of the AM and RTM analytically. To re-
ceive analytic expressions the following assumptions 
are accepted:

1) real AM is replaced by its idealized version, 
where magnetic circuit is not saturated, there is no 
high harmonic magnetizing force, inductive resis-
tance of the scattering does not depend on the rotor 
position, air gap is uniform, hysteresis and losses in 
the steel are not considered;

2) controlled valves of the switches possess ideal 
current - voltage characteristics;

3) current ripples with slip frequency and velocity 
fluctuations are absent;

4) current switching from one valve to another is 
accepted instant.

Accepted offers allow to exclude secondary phe-
nomenon, get enough accurate and quite acceptable 
analytical expressions for engineering calculations, 
determining voltage and current values on the ele-
ments of the circuit and windings of the AM.

termine the magnitude of voltage and current, which is used to determine the magnitude of transition 
current and operating torque of the electric motor. This method allows choosing the most efficient 
converter power circuits with resistor-thyristor modules and find the simplest laws to control electric 
motor of the conveyor burning-machine, that is why it has practical meaning. 
Key words: CONVEYOR BURNING-MACHINE, ELECTRIC DRIVE, ASYNCHRONOUS 
ELECTRIC MOTOR, CONVERTER, RESISTOR-THYRISTOR MODULE, VOLTAGE,  
CURRENT, THYRISTOR OPENING-ANGLE
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For generalized scheme of parametric control of 

the AM [2] voltage at the stator clamps is:
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where Ul – linear voltage of the power source.
Stator current in A – phase (line 1) is determined 

by stator voltage:
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Equivalent resistance, for example for S12Z0 r32
scheme depends on resistance of the sta-
tor circuits: ( )1 2 A A AZ r r jX= + + , rotor circuits: 

( )2 2S a a AZ r r jX= + + , magnetization branches: 
M M MZ R jX= +  and is defined as follows:
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From equation (2), neglecting  MR  there follows:
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The real part Re of equivalent resistance of the 
S12Z0 r32 scheme opposed to imaginary part Xe and as 
it seen from equation (3), depends on thyristors open-
ing angle α and AM slip.

The minimum value of the real part of equivalent 
resistance is achieved with slide value close to one, 
maximum value – with nominal slide of the electric 
motor SH [2]. Imaginary part of the equivalent resis-
tance is non-considerably depends on α. The phase 
angle of the rotor circuit impedance is equal:
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Phase angle of the rotor circuit equivalent resis-
tance, which follows from expression (4), depends 
on RTM thyristors opening angle α on the one hand 
and the slide of the AM on another. Besides that, 
this angle affected by equivalent value of the RTM 
resistance of the stator and rotor, decrease of which 
causes increase of the phase angle. The phase angle 
of the equivalent resistance Ze for S12 Z0 r 32 scheme 
is determined by the scattering coefficients of the 
stator 1τ  and rotor – 2τ :

                    (5)

Taking into account (5) and, neglecting  MR , expression (1) is:

 (6)

EMF of the stator and presented EMF of the rotor 
of AM are equal, both depend on current of the sta-
tor, complex resistance of the magnetization branches 

and given to the stator resistance of the rotor. Taking 
into account (1), we will obtain a reduced EMF of the 
rotor:
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The induced current of the rotor A – phase (line 1) is equal to:
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Values of the equivalent resistance r2A and r2a, 
which are art of equation (6 – 8), are determined by 
switching functions [3]. As it follows from the re-
ceived expressions, currents and EMF of the stator 
and rotor depends on voltage, RTM parameters and 
asynchronous machine. Value of the stator current 
decreases with rising of the equivalent resistance of 
the RTM. With increase of the rotor complex resis-
tance, given to stator, reduced current of the rotor de-
creases.

Equation (5 – 8) allows choosing parameters for 
elements of the circuits, which are part of different 
switches. They may be used to calculate the mechani-
cal, velocity and other characteristics of asynchro-
nous electric drive. When operating on rotor circuit 
via switches, which have a power circuit types ZKR22, 

ZKR32, Z0R32, Z0R33 and other circuits, the voltage and 
currents of the electric motor can be calculated using 
analytical expressions given in table 1. This expres-
sions taking into account the operating conditions of 
valves while regulating opening angle of thyristors, 
changing the parameters of the RTM and AM. 

Phase current of the AM, which is calculated 
using expressions (8) and table 1, has a good con-
vergence and difference between them is about 5%.  
Fig. 1 shows the calculated and experimental wave-
form of the rotor currents Ia and voltage on resistor-
thyristor modules URTM for S13ZKR32 schemas. The 
phase current of the AD reaches its maximum value 
with angle α = 50° (fig. 1, d, h). This is because in-
verter thyristors most of time operate on the linear 
voltage of the rotor, and current hardly flows through 

          (8)

Table 1. Voltages and currents of the AM, calculated using analytical expressions for boundary mode 2/3π ≤α≥ π
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RTM resistors. Wherein RC thyristors operates in 
groups of two or three. With large opening angles of 
the thyristors (αr ≥ 130°), value of the rotor phase cur-
rent noticeably reduces (fig. 1, a, e), because valves 
operate on their own and most of time rotor current 
flows through RTM resistors, wherein the line cur-
rents of the rotor have considerably smaller size.

After modeling of the static work-modes of the 
AM on computer and received experimental data we 
concluded, that rms value of the phase current of the 
rotor with change of the equivalent value of RTM re-
sistors in S11ZkR32 schemas is 25% less than rms value 
of the phase current.

This value is obtained by taking into account 
changes in the value of the inductive reactance of the 

rotor circuit. When adjusting the thyristors opening 
angle αr from 0° to 60 ° average value of the phase 
current of the rotor is 1.5 times more as compared 
with modes of valve switch (pic. 2. d, h). The greatest 
distortion of the AM currents is observed with sepa-
rate valve control in the rotor and stator circuit, and 
the absence of one, two, or with presence in the motor 
phases RTM resistors, values of which are different.

Using computer modeling it was determined, that 
in S11Z2R32 type of scheme inrush of the rotor current 
can reach eleven times the rated current. The shape 
of the asynchronous machine rotor current may be 
improved using circuit design. A significant improve-
ment of the form of a current is achieved in circuit of 
type ZLR32 (fig. 2 a - d).

Figure 1. Oscillograms of rotor currents (Ia) and voltages (URTM) on RTM for the S13ZKR32 scheme (a-d) - calculation; 
(e-h) – experiment.

Figure 2. Currents in the AM rotor using circuit types ZLR32 and ZLR33 (I) and the waveform 
of the rotor and stator currents with control in stator circuits of AM (II)

I II
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The form of the AM rotor current may be improved 

by incorporating switch phase thyristor with differ-
ent opening angles for anode and cathode groups of 
the bridge converter. The waveform in fig. 2. e –h 
not for the power circuit of type ZLR33, shows that in 
the curves of the rotor currents any oscillations and 
throws are practically absent. Here, the current form 
is quasi sine, and the average value of the rotor cur-
rent increases up to 20%. When operating on stator 
circuit via RTM size and shape of the AM current 
changes in both, stator and rotor circuits. Fig. 2 shows 
the calculated and experimental waveforms of stator 
and rotor currents of asynchronous electric motor of 
MTF 411-8 type. Stator circuit of its machine con-
tains RTM with resistances equal to r2A = rA, and rotor 
circuit – RTM with resistances 2 5a ar r′ ′= .

As follows from analysis of the given waveforms, 
adjustment of the opening angle αS of the thyristors in 
the RC leads to changes in the size and distortions of 
the form of rotor currents. This occurs because of the 
relationship between the phases windings of the stator 
and rotor. As a result, switching processes, which tak-
ing place in one phase, affects the other phase of the 
rotor and stator circuits. Moreover, with closed RC 
thyristors in disconnected from the network winding 
of the AM, induced EMF of the rotation that depends 
on the slip value. This EMF as well as the main volt-
age, significantly affects the size and shape of the ro-
tor and stator currents of the asynchronous machine 
under parametric control. The smaller rotor rotation 
speed is, the smaller the effect of EMF of the rotor 
rotation on the values of the AM currents.

Conclusion
There proposed asynchronous electric drive for 

conveyor burning-machines, where in stator and ro-
tor circuits of electric motor there is inverter, which 
uses resistor-thyristor modules for control.

For industrial use, taking into account techni-
cal requirements for this type of mechanism there 
developed an analytical method for determining the 
voltages and currents while RTM in charge. The cal-
culations showed that modeling of these flow modes 
depends on the type of modules power circuit and 
type of control of them. Voltages and currents of the 
electric motor change most efficiently with the help 
of adjusting the opening angle of the thyristors, in 
other words - by changing the equivalent resistance 
values, which are included in the RTM. The proposed 
analytical method of calculation allows choosing the 
most efficient power converter circuit with resistor-
thyristor modules and the simplest control laws for 
the electric motor of the conveyor burning-machines, 

so it is has practical importance. The calculations us-
ing this method indicate that their values of voltages 
and currents of the AM depend on type of RTM pow-
er circuit and valves control method. Moreover, cur-
rent value is most effectively limited by controlling 
the opening angle of the thyristors, in other words - 
by changing the equivalent value of the RTM.
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